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SOOTHING AND COMFORTING
For the non proficient 'coloristas', trying to combine powder
coating colors to create a soothing palette might end up
creating an optical color impairment. In the powder coatings
industry, as in other walks of life, it is important to add appeal
to otherwise mind-numbing industrial applications.
In general, orange and pink do not always provide a wow
factor; however, the combination of ORANGE GROVE with
HOPE and TWINKLE creates a soothing and comforting
sophisticated palette that grabs attention without yelling at
you.

ORANGE GROVE
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/38706

Orange is warm and creative. Associated with achievement and
beginnings, it promotes a sense of well-being. As a surface
finish, ORANGE GROVE reveals subdued hints of platinum and
star gold special effects making any surface incredibly visible and
bold.

HOPE
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/38709

Stimulating and optimistic, HOPE is soothing and relaxing. The
smooth reserved pearlescent effect reveals a fine blue overtone,
almost undetected to the naked eye. HOPE is unexpectedly
engaging; it is not pink, it is not blue, it is more like a dream over
the top of cottony silver-lined clouds on a Wednesday afternoon.
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TWINKLE
TIGER Drylac® product ID 49/91558

Inspired by the glowing stars, TWINKLE shines with intermittent
gleams. Due to an unusual combination of aluminum and gold
pearl effects, the surface almost flickers before the eyes, adding
secrecy and allure. With TWINKLE, it is now possible to add
twinkle panache and comfort to surfaces and avoid the boredom
of simple grays and silvers.

Contrasted, juxtaposed or used individually, ORANGE GROVE, HOPE and TWINKLE are stylish,
soothing and bold. They will make any surface get noticed.
ORANGE
generation
technology
application

GROVE, HOPE and TWINKLE are from the Stellix line; TIGER Drylac® 2nd
bonded metallic powder coatings manufactured using an advanced proprietary
that imparts advanced quality and a high degree of color consistency during the
process.

Series 49 is a polyester TGIC weather resistant powder coating for interior and exterior
applications.

Due to digital reproduction, discrepancies between the colors displayed and the actual powder coating should be
expected. For an accurate color and finish assessment, it is recommended to obtain a powder coated sample panel.

To request a sample panel of ORANGE GROVE, HOPE or TWINKLE contact a TIGER Drylac
Regional Sales Manager or Customer Service | email or call 800 243 8148
Find out more about Stellix 2nd generation bonded metallics
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